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A Twist in the Tale
Please reserve the items below that you would like to read.
Remember, reservations are only 50p per adult book.
Key to available formats:

Pbk: paperback
LP: large print

Hbk: hardback
CD: audio CD

Title & author
Watching You by Michael Robotham
Since the disappearance of her husband over a year ago,
Marnie often has a sense that she is being watched. Then she
discovers a scrapbook of pictures and clippings that her
husband was making for her birthday, but the story contained
within it is not the one she was expecting.

Pretty Girl Thirteen by Liz Coley
Angie Chapman is just 13 when she disappears. Three years
later she returns home, exhausted, scars on her wrists and
ankles but with no memory of where she has been. Can she
unravel the dark secrets of her past?

Available
Formats
Pbk
Hb
LP

Pbk
LP

YouTube
The Girl who just appeared by Jonathan Harvey
Adopted at just a few months old, Holly grabs the chance to rent
the Liverpool flat where she was born. Can a biscuit tin full of old
papers from under the floorboards give her some clues as to her
heritage?

Pbk

Title & author

Available
Formats
Pbk

A Delicate Truth by John le Carre
Hbk
A secret mission to capture a high profile jihadist and arms
buyer is known to just the Foreign Office Minister and a few key CD
allies. Three years later, the Minister’s private secretary
uncovers a shocking truth – but will he reveal it or will his duty
to the service keep him silent?
YouTube
Until You’re Mine by Samantha Hayes
Claudia has the perfect life, a loving husband, beautiful home
and a baby on the way. She even has Zoe, someone to help
when the baby arrives. But there’s something about Zoe that
Claudia doesn’t like. When she discovers Zoe going through
her possessions, Claudia’s anxiety turns to fear.

Life After Life by Kate Atkinson
England, 1910 and a baby is born and dies during a
snowstorm. The same baby is born but survives. If you had the
chance to relive your life would you? This is the story of Ursula
Todd – witness to the greatest events of the twentieth century
– on more than one occasion.

Pbk

Hbk
CD

YouTube
Innocence by Dean Koontz
Addison Goodheart has a facial disfigurement that causes him
to live hidden away beneath the city. When he meets Gwyneth
an unlikely bond forms. But she is being pursued by a vicious
killer. To survive they must face their enemy – and time is
running out!

Pbk
Hbk

YouTube
Perfect by Rachel Joyce
June 1972, eleven year old Byron is terrified because two
seconds are added to time to bring the clocks back in line.
Then Byron's mother, late for the school run, makes a
devastating mistake and his perfect world is shattered. Were
those two extra seconds to blame?
YouTube
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Pbk
Hbk

Title & author
The Husband’s Secret by Liane Moriarty
Cecilia has it all – devoted wife and mother, successful
businesswoman and pillar of the community, but when she
finds a letter from her husband, everything changes. Will she
keep his secret or share it and shake up not just her own life,
but those of others too?

Available
Formats
Pbk
CD

YouTube
Before We Met by Lucie Whitehouse
Hannah Reilly seizes her chance at happiness and marries
Mark after a whirlwind romance. Then one day her husband
fails to come home. Gradually the secrets and lies about his
past begin to emerge with deadly consequences. Can you ever
really know what happened before you met?

No Safe House by Linwood Barclay
After their devastating ordeal seven years earlier, Terry Archer
is struggling to keep his family together. His daughter Grace
finds his overprotection stifling but her desire for freedom
plunges the family back into the criminal underworld they are
trying so hard to forget.

Pbk
Hbk
LP
CD

Hbk

YouTube
The Rose Petal Beach by Dorothy Koomson
Tamia Challey is horrified when police turn up at her door to
arrest her husband Scott. When she discovers he has been
accused of attempted rape by her best friend – Tamia starts to
question everything as she is forced to choose who to believe.

Pbk
Hbk
CD

YouTube
The First Fifteen Lives of Harry August by Claire North
Harry is about to die – for the eleventh time. Each time he is
reborn as a child with the knowledge of the lives he has
previously lived. But this time, as he nears the end, a girl
appears at his bedside with a message…
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Pbk

Title & author
The Homesman by Glendon Swarthout
Four women whose hearts and minds are broken by another
harsh winter are taken East to an asylum by tough spinster and
“homesman” Mary Bee Cuddy. She enlists the untrustworthy
George Briggs to help. But can George keep his promise and
lead them to safety?

Available
Formats
Pbk

Pbk
Me Before You By Jojo Moyes
LP
Will is angry and he finds it impossible to accept life as a
paraplegic – the result of a tragic accident. Lou finds herself out
of work and unsure what to do next. When their two worlds
collide neither of them can possibly predict the final outcome.
YouTube
How To Be A Good Wife by Emma Chapman
Marta and Hector have been married for a long time. She has
tried to follow the rules from How To Be a Good Wife, an old
fashioned book given to her by her mother-in-law. When Marta
accuses Hector of a hideous crime their ordered domestic life
begins to unravel.
The House of Dolls by David Hewson
In Amsterdam, a prominent politician’s daughter goes missing.
Could the case have anything to do with the disappearance of
detective Pieter Vos’s daughter three years before? With the
help of a rookie sidekick, Vos is drawn out of retirement and
picks up the case.

Pbk

Pbk
Hbk
LP
CD

YouTube
Someone Else’s Skin by Sarah Hilary
Called to a woman’s refuge to take a routine statement, DI
Marnie Rome discovers an attempted murder. As she tries to
uncover the truth she is forced to confront her own secrets –
and Marnie knows that it can be those closest to us that we
should fear the most…
YouTube
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Pbk

